We compare two different modelling strategies for continuous space discrete time data. The rst strategy is in the spirit of Gaussian kriging. The model is a general stationary space-time Gaussian eld where the key point is the choice of a parametric form for the covariance function. In the main, covariance functions that are used are separable in space and time. Nonseparable covariance functions are useful in many applications, but construction of these is not easy.
Introduction
Gaussian random elds are the most common spatial models. They are either used for modelling the observed data directly (Ripley, 1981; Cressie 1991) or as building blocks in hierarchical models (Diggle et al., 1998; KnorrHeld and Besag, 1998) . Recently, there has been a lot of interest in extending these models to spatio-temporal processes, where one of the main dif culties lies in specifying the space-time covariance structure. In this paper, we compare two different approaches. The rst is similar to strategies used for spatial processes, in that parametric forms for the covariance functions are de ned directly (Carroll et al., 1997; Jones and Zhang, 1997; Cressie and Huang, 1999) . The second strategy is to introduce latent structures that generate space-time correla tion (Haas, 1995; H½st et al., 1995; S½lna and Switzer, 1996; Wikle and Cressie, 1999) , and to assume that the residual noise has a much more simple coloring than the original process.
To be more precise, assume:
y…t; x †ˆm…t; x † ‡ z…t; x † where t is time and x is the space variable. We assume x 2 R 2 . Here m…t; x † is some deterministic regression part, which we equate to zero for simplicity. z…t; x † is a zeromean time and space stationary stochastic eld with covariance function c…s; u †, where s and u are temporal and spatial lags, respectively.
In the rst modelling strategy, a speci c parametric form for c…¢ ; ¢ † is assumed. Care has to be taken in order to derive a non-negative de nite function. Different classes of such functions have been presented in the litera ture. These are mostly either isotropic in all dimensions, making no distinction between time and space, or separable (i.e., c…s; u †ˆc 1 …s †c 2 …u †). Recently Cressie and Huang (1999) have presented some nonseparable space-time covariance functions. In practice, it is always dif cult to justify any particular form, especially with nonequally spaced data.
In the second modelling strategy the stochastic dependence is de ned through latent variables that have a more simple dependence structure than z…t; x † itself. One possibility is to make an explicit assumption about the time-evolution:
z…t; x †ˆg…z…t ¡ 1; ¢ †; e…t; x † † …1:1 † where z…t ¡ 1; ¢ †ˆfz…t ¡ 1; x †; x 2 R 2 g is the spatial process at time t ¡ 1 and fe…t; x †g is a further stationary process. This approach can be natural if data are available at discrete equidistant time points. If we further assume g to be linear and e…t; x † to be Gaussian, then fz…t; x †g will be a Gaussian eld, with some covariance function. This will be the case considered here. Note, however, that this second type of model can be extended to non-Gaussian noise, higher order temporal dependence, and so on.
In this paper we compare these two strategies. In particular, we consider interpretability, model checking, inference, and computational dif culties.
In what follows we compute the covariance function of Equation (1.1) explicitly for the linear-Gaussian case. We are then able to say what type of (nonseparable) covariance we are implicitly assuming while using model (1.1). This provides us with a way to build nonseparable covariance functions that are interpreta ble in terms of the time-dynamic representa tion. We also proceed in the opposite direction. We take a Gaussian eld with a nonseparable covariance function (as proposed by Cressie and Huang (1999) for example) and see rst if it can be represented as a linear-Gaussian version of the time-dynamic model (1.1) and second, if it can, we compute the covariance function of the noise e and the linear transform from time t ¡ 1 to t. Such a representa tion can be used for interpreta tion of the Gaussian eld.
Whenever there are two different modelling strategies that lead to the same model for the data, the following question arises: In practice can we consider only one of the two approaches (i.e., covariance or latent variables modelling)? Our ndings clearly lead to a suggestive answer since each of the two modelling strategies can lead to models that would not likely be proposed when following the other approach.
We also note that there are Gaussian models that cannot be represented in the form (1.1) and in this case we explain why.
The outline of the paper is as follows: In Section 2 we de ne our elds and x notation. Section 3 considers the linear-Gaussian version of the time-dynamic model (1.1). In Section 4, conditions for equality between the two representations are derived, while Section 5 gives illustra tive examples. A discussion on the two representa tions related to numerical computation is given in Section 6.
Gaussian elds
A stationary, zero-mean space-time Gaussian eld z…t; x † is speci ed by the stationary covariance function c…s; u †ˆcov‰z…t; x †; z…t ‡ s; x ‡ u †Š where s and u are, respectively, the time and spatial lags. Here we assume that t is continuous and real and x is, say, in R 2 . Covariance functions need to be positive de nite. For this reason valid space-time covariance functions are not easy to construct. Assuming the covariance function is continuous, positive de niteness is equivalent to the process having a spectral distribution function (Matérn, 1986, p. 12) . Assuming further the covariance function to be isotropic in the full spatio-temporal domain, all valid functions can be represented as (possible in nite) mixtures of Bessel functions (Yaglom, 1987, p. 106) . Such representations have been used for de ning nonparametric covariance functions (see Ecker and Gelfand, 1997 , and the references therein). Because the time dimension has a different interpreta tion compared to the spatial ones, an isotropic assumption is often unrealistic. Other approaches are therefore needed for specifying covariance functions in space and time.
One simple way to build such a covariance function is to multiply a time stationary covariance function c 1 …s † with a space stationary covariance function c 2 …u † c…s; u †ˆc 1 …s †c 2 …u † Such a space-time covariance function is called separable. As discussed in Cressie and Huang (1999) the class of separable space-time covariance functions is quite limited. In many applications we need more general types of correlations. Jones and Zhang (1997) and Cressie and Huang (1999) Further, fE…t; w †g is uncorrelated in time.
Proof
Follows directly from the proof of Theorem 1 (Appendix A).
Assuming the process de ned by Equation (3.1) is stationary with nite rst and second order moments, its covariance function c…s; u † is de ned for all integers s, and all u 2 R 2 . It must satisfy (see Appendix B) Similarly, by taking inverse Fourier transforms on both sides of Equation (3.5), we obtain G…s; w †ˆG…0; w †H…¡w † jsj …3:7 † (Note that this equation is also valid for negative s since c…¡s; u †ˆc…s; u †.) The covariance function can then be obtained as the Fourier transform of G…s; w † given by Equations (3.6) and (3.7).
Under mild assumptions on h…¢ † and r…¢ †, discussed in Theorem 2 (later), the inverse Fourier transform G…s; w † exists, and the covariance function of Equation (3.1) can be computed at least numerically. In some cases it is possible to compute c…s; u † analytically, as in the following example.
Example 1 Assume in Equation (3.1) an isotropic Matern function for h…¢ † h…u †ˆp
¡1 ya…n 1 †kuk
where K n …¢ † is the modi ed Bessel function of the third kind of order n while a…n †ˆ1 2 n¡1 G…n † Assume further a difference between two Matern functions for r…¢ †:
where n 2 > 0. Fourier transforms of many types of functions, including Bessel functions, are given in Oberhettinger (1973) . From this, we obtain
for sˆ0; §1; §2; . . . . This can be Fourier transformed so that we obtain c…s; u †ˆy jsj a…n 2 ‡ …n 1 ‡ 1 †jsj †kuk n 2 ‡…n 1 ‡1 †jsj K n 2 ‡…n 1 ‡1 †jsj …kuk † …3:9 †
For every xed s this is a Matern covariance function. &
The example above illustra tes an important issue. The time lag one autoregressive model (3.1) is de ned only for s 2 Z. However, the covariance function c…s; u † in Equation (3.9) can be extended to continuous values s 2 R. It is a valid covariance function for a Gaussian space-time eld de ned in continuous time. This can be seen by noting that the covariance function is a member of the Cressie and Huang (1999) class (i.e., G…s; w † given by Equation (3.8) can be seen to satisfy the conditions (CH1) and (CH2)).
A double representation
We assume that the data z…t; x † are available only at discrete, say integer, time points. One possible model is a time-continuous spatial Gaussian eld with a speci c covariance function c…s; u †. Owing to the discrete nature of the data, in the likelihood function the covariance function will appear only at integer time lags.
A second possible model is (3.1), for some kernel function h…¢ † and spatial covariance function r…¢ †. This model is de ned only in discrete time. However, as we saw in the example of the previous section, its space-time covariance function can sometimes be extended to continuous time. In these cases, there exists a continuous time spatial Gaussian eld. The likelihood function of the data assuming model (3.1) or assuming such a corresponding continuous time spatial Gaussian eld would be identical.
Hence there are cases in which the same statistica l model can be described using two rather different forms: by means of a space-time covariance function c…s; u † or through a spatial kernel h…x † and a spatial covariance function r…u †. In this section we characterize precisely when two such representa tions are available by answering the two following questions: 1) When can the discrete time spatial covariance function of model (3.1) be extended to continuous time? 2) When can the likelihood of discrete time data, modelled as a continuous time spatial Gaussian eld, be written using the time lag one autoregressive representa tion (3.1)?
The following theorem answers the rst question.
Theorem 2
Assume the process de ned by (3.1) is stationary in time. Let the inverse Fourier transforms H…w † of h…¢ † and R…w † of r…¢ † be well de ned. For s 2 Z, let
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If jH…w †j < 1 for all w 2 R and " G…0; w †dw < 1, then the Fourier transform c…s; u † of G…s; w † exists for all s 2 Z and can be extended to s 2 R. c…s; u † is the covariance function of the stationary solution of (3.1). Such a space-(continuous) time covariance function de nes a space-(continuous) time Gaussian eld. Proof See Appendix A.
Remarks. 1) Concerning the integrability of G…0; w †, let h…x † be symmetric and unimodal with mode at xˆ0. This is a common situation. Then H…w † µ H…0 † for all w, so that
This shows that this condition is also often ful lled. 2) Note that none of the calculations actually involves the assumption of a Gaussian process. Spatial and spatio-temporal covariance functions are, however, mostly used in connection with Gaussian processes.
The next theorem answers the second question.
Theorem 3
Assume c…s; u † is a valid covariance function for s 2 R and u 2 R 2 . Assume that for xed s the (spatial) Fourier transform G…s; w † of c…s; ¢ † exists. Assume one can write G…s; w †ˆG…0; w †H…¡w † jsj …4:1 † for some function H…w † with the following properties:
a) The Fourier transform h…¢ † of H…¢ † exists and jH…w †j < 1 for all w b) G…0; w † > 0 for all w, and " G…0; w †dw < 1
Then there exists a stochastic process fz…t; x †g de ned for s 2 Z and for all x 2 R 2 , which follows model (3.1) with covariance structure equal to c…s; u †. 
Examples
We have seen that in certain situations there are two different modelling strategies that lead to the same likelihood function. In this section we will see some examples. They show that both modelling approaches are important: sometimes models seem natural if expressed with one type of parameterization, and less so once written in the other way.
We begin with a model that has a simple separable space-time covariance function c…s; u † and look to its representation (3.1).
Example 2 (Separable covariance functions) Assume
c…s; u †ˆc 1 …s †c 2 …u † Then, G…s; w †ˆc 1 …s †C 2 …w † where C 2 …w † is the spectral density of c 2 …u †. In order to represent this process as (3.1), by Theorem 3 since c 1 …s † does not depend on w, it must be of the form y jsj with jyj < 1. Because H…w †ˆy, it follows that h…x †ˆyd…x † where d…x † is Dirac's delta. Hence separable covariance functions correspond to the simple time autoregressive model z…t; x †ˆyz…t ¡ 1; x † ‡ e…t; x † Stationary space-time Gaussian elds 147 where fe…t; x †g is spatially correla ted with covariance function given by r…u †ˆc 2 …0 †…1 ¡ y 2 †c 2 …u †: &
Example 3
We shall use Theorem 3 to obtain the time autoregressive representa tion of a slightly modi ed version of Example 2 of Cressie and Huang (1999 
µ ¶
The kernel function h…¢ † turns out to be Gaussian, which is often the natural choice. However the corresponding spatial covariance function r…¢ † is rather unusual. In Figure 1 r…u † is plotted for c 0ˆ1 and different values of y. The covariance function r…¢ † becomes negative for larger spatial lags. This is the case for any choice of c 0 and y. c 0ˆ1 corresponds to a separable model. We interpret the ndings of this example in the following way. While it can be appropriate and natural to consider a likelihood built on a Gaussian eld model with covariance function (5.1), it would be rather unlikely that a modeller would end up with the same likelihood if he started from a parameterization of type (3.1), since this would require considering an unnatural function r…¢ †.
The spatial covariance function r…¢ † is forced to become negative probably because the Gaussian eld model with covariance function given by (5.1) is not a natural candidate for the parameterization (3.1). The form of the kernel h…¢ † induces large positive correla tions at large distances, which need to be compensated for by the error term e…t; x †.
We make a further remark on this example: Limits of covariance functions are also valid covariance functions (Matérn, 1986) . Letting y ! 1, we obtain the covariance function c…s; u †ˆ1 jsj ‡ c 0 e ¡kuk 2 =…jsj ‡c 0 † which is the one considered by Cressie and Huang (1999) . Considering the representation (3.1), we see from (5.2) and (5.3) that H…0 † ! 1 while R…0 † ! 0. Note that R…0 † can be interpreted as the variance of the 'spatial average' of e…t; x † (properly scaled) meaning that at each time point a noise process with average value equal to zero is added. In most cases, such a process will not be very plausible. However, there might be situations where the average value is constant (energy equilibrium or mass balance for example), but where the values at speci c sites change randomly. Note that in such cases, negative correlations at some sites are necessary. &
Example 4 (Matern kernel and Matern spatial covariance function)
We now start with a plausible model (3.1) given by a Matern kernel and spatial covariance functions h…u †ˆy
n 2 p kuk † 
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The a i are (positive) spatial scaling parameters while the n i are shape parameters, both greater than 0.5. These Matern functions are very exible and include as special cases the exponential (n iˆ0 :5) and the Gaussian function (n iˆ1 ). We obtain H…w †ˆypa
showing that jH…w †j < 1 when y < p ¡1 a ¡2 1 . Since h…x † in this case is real, symmetric and unimodal, the integrability of G…0; w † is directly obtained (see Remark 2 after Theorem 2).
From Equations (3.6) and (3.7) we have that
The Fourier transform c…s; x † of G…s; w † is a legal covariance function. However, no analytical expression is available, except when n 1 and n 2 are integers (Vecchia, 1985) . Even in the integer cases, complex expressions are involved. This shows that in this example it is extremely unlikely that a modeller designing parametric space-time covariance functions c…s; x † for Gaussian elds would consider such a model and the corresponding likelihood. This shows that modelling within framework (3.1) can be useful and sometimes unavoidable. It is possible to compute c…s; x † numerically, given values of all the parameters. This allows us to investigate the main features of c…s; x †. Figure 2 is a plot of c…s; d †, where dˆsign…u †kuk, for a 1ˆa2ˆ2 and n 1ˆn2ˆ1 . We notice the sharp discontinuity of the derivative with respect to s, and a somewhat slow decay.
In Figure 3 we plot some projections to emphasize the properties of the covariance function c…s; u †ˆc…s; kuk †. In Figure 3 (a) we see that c…sˆ0; u † (plotted with a solid line) has heavier tails in u compared to r…u †(dashed). This is due to the fact that the autoregressive term in (3.1) contributes positively to the covariance in space. The exponentially shaped temporal correlation function c…s; uˆ0 †, plotted in Figure 3(b) , represents the time autoregressive structure. 
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It is possible to approximate c…s; u † given through Equation (5.4) by means of a separable space-time covariance function. One approach is the following: c c…s; u †ˆc …s; 0 † ¢ c…0; u † c…0; 0 †
The covariance functionc c…s; u † is now separable withc c…s; 0 †ˆc…s; 0 † and c c…0; u †ˆc…0; u †. In Figure 4 the ratio c…s; kuk †=c c…s; kuk † is plotted. As expected, due to the structure of model (3.1), the correlations along the space-time 'diagonals' are considerably larger than those we would have obtained from a separable covariance function. It remains to be seen whether the separable approximation would still work well enough in a practical setting despite its signi cantly different theoretical properties.
In Figure 3 (c) the correla tion function r D …u †ˆr D …u †=r D …0 † is plotted for the different time discretizations Dˆ1:0; 0:7; 0:4. Although slowly changing, the spatial correlations become smaller for decreasing D. Also the variance decreases (not shown).
In Figure 3 (d) the convolution function h D is plotted (scaled such that the maximum value is equal to one). This function is changing much faster and becomes closer to a Dirac's delta function for decreasing D. Both the variance and the spatial correla tion of the noise term decrease when D gets smaller, although the changes are slower than those observed for the convolution function. 
where n DˆD …n 1 ‡ 1 † ¡ 1. For n D µ ¡0:5 (corresponding to D µ 1=2…1 ‡ n 1 †), the function is not integrable, and so the Fourier transform does not exist. Note that for a Gaussian convolution function (n 1ˆ1 ), the representa tion (3.1) is valid for all D, which is in agreement with the results of Brown et al. (2000) . &
Experimental results and computational considerations
In the previous sections, we have seen that time autoregressive spatial models of type (3.1) are Gaussian processes with a covariance structure that can be found at least numerically, and that some models de ned by their covariance structure correspond to time autoregressive spatial models. If we have a model that can be described in both ways, we have by reparameterization two main options for performing numerical computation. In this section we discuss the advantages and disadvantages of working with the time autoregressive spatial structure or the covariance directly. In order to illustra te the two modelling approaches, we will consider a dataset of daily UK temperatures from nˆ17 measurement stations in the time period 1959-1995. Although an important part of an analysis of such data is speci cation of a trend model, a nonparametric estimate of the trend was removed from the data in order to concentrate on the covariance structure. QQ-plots of the residual process indicated that a Gaussian distribution is reasonable for these data. Figure 5 (left panel) shows empirical estimates of correla tion against distance showing a clear spatial structure. To make a visual check for nonseparability, nonparametric estimates (using the S-PLUS function lowess) of c…s; kuk †=c…0; kuk † are plotted in the right panel of Figure 5 (normalized to have value equal to one for kukˆ0). With a separable covariance structure, these lines should be horizontal, while departure from constancy indicates non-separability. Increase in c…s; kuk †=c…0; kuk † for small values of kuk, which is clearly present for these data, indicate spatial convolution over time.
Consider calculation of likelihoods of such data. For simplicity we will assume the data (after removing the temporal trend) has expectation zero. One approach is to calculate the full covariance matrix for the given data and use the de nition of multivariate normal densities. Such an approach is easy to implement and will work well for small datasets. With large datasets, such an approach will be impractical (in general the computational complexity, mainly involving calculation of the Cholesky decomposition of the covariance matrix, is of order N 3 where N is the number of observations). Approximations can be applied (and have been used in the litera ture) utilizing the fact that for large distances in space or time correla tions will be negligible.
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Such approaches will however be somewhat ad hoc and also require more complex implementation.
An alternative approach is based on the spectral representa tion of the time autoregressive spatial model given in Equations (3.2) and (3.3). Together, these two equations de ne a dynamic state space model (West and Harrison, 1997) with an in nite dimensional state vector. Discretizing dZ…t; w † to a nite grid in the frequency space makes Kalman ltering techniques possible to apply (the full details of this computational procedure will be reported elsewhere).
The two computational approaches are compared on the given dataset. An extension of the covariance structure of Example 3 was used, incorporating a variance term and a scaling in space, i.e., Figure 6 , the likelihood is calculated based on data from the rst t days for tˆ1; . . . ; 100. The scale on the x-axis is the number of observations on which the likelihood is based (because of some missing data, this is a bit smaller than t £ n). The scale on the y-axis is log-likelihood divided by the number of observations. This division is made in order to get likelihoods on approximatively the same scale. The solid curve is log-likelihood based on direct calculation of the complete covariance matrix, while the dashed and dotted lines are based on the approximative state space model combined with Kalman ltering (using a 12 £ 6 and a 8 £ 4 grid, respectively) for approximating dZ…t; w †. We see that the approximations perform very well (it is actually not possible to see any difference between the lines). We also see that errors do not accumulate in time, which can be shown theoretically. This is in contrast to an approach where the process fz…t; x †g itself is discretized in space.
In the right-hand panel, computer time used for each likelihood calculation is shown. The linear increase in Kalman-ltering-based likelihood calculations is clearly seen, while a more dramatic increase in computer time is seen for the covariance-matrixbased method. Figure 7 gives pro le likelihoods based on 100 time points with varying a while all other parameters are xed equal to their maximum likelihood estimates. Solid lines shows the likelihood function calculated from the full covariance function, while the other lines shows the results based on Kalman ltering using a 12 £ 6 grid (dashed) and a 8 £ 4 grid points (dotted). With 72 grid points, the two approaches are indistinguishable, but for 32 grid points the approximation is also very good.
In the case of no missing data, the N £ N covariance matrix of the complete dataset will have a block Toeplitz form. Such structures can be utilized to construct algorithms requiring N 2 (or even N…log N † 2 ) operations (Lin, 2001 ), compared to N 3 operations in the general case. Writing NˆTn where T is the number of data points, and n is the number of spatial locations, the Kalman lter approach requires an order of Tn operations, which still will be bene cial when T is large. Further, the Kalman lter approach can easily handle missing data, which is not the case for the approach based on using the full covariance matrix.
The properties of the two modelling strategies for performing numerical calculation of likelihoods can be transfered to prediction and conditional simulation because Cholesky decomposition of the covariance matrix and running the Kalman lter will also be the main computational tasks in these cases. In particular, conditional simulation based on the spectral state space representa tion can be performed by the simulation smoother (De Jong and Shephard, 1995) .
Discussion
In this paper we have discussed two alternative formulations of a spatio-temporal model. We have shown how in some circumstances they can lead to the same process, and how in this case one form can be translated into the other. We have considered the computational and interpreta tional advantages and disadvantages of both representa tions.
One aim has been to make it easier to choose a model that could represent a plausible physical process. Often a parametric form for a covariance function is chosen without regard to any interpreta tion. In some circumstances informative empirical covariance functions can be calculated, and used to inform this choice. In most applications however, either space or time is sparsely sampled, making the empirical covariance function much less informative. In this situation it may be very dif cult to justify a particular parametric form, but because of the physical interpreta tion of the time autoregressive spatial model, speci cation of the convolution function h…¢ † and the spatial covariance function r…¢ † may be easier. Equally the fact that some models, particularly but not exclusively separable ones, cannot be interpreted as time autoregressive spatial models may itself help modelling.
Our discussion has concentrated on stationary processes. Recently there has been interest in the problem of spatial heterogeneity. Two main approaches have been applied. In Sampson and Guttorp (1992) , heterogeneity was modelled through deformation of the spatial domain, using stationary covariance structures on the deformed space. Higdon et al. (1998) model spatial processes through local convolutions of stationary processes, heterogeneity being incorporated through allowing the convolution kernels to vary smoothly over space (a parametric version of this approach was used in Hirst et al., 2001) . In each case, the spatial heterogeneity is modelled through transformation of stationary spatial processes. The stationary processes discussed in this paper can be used as building blocks for modelling spatial heterogeneity using either of the two representa tions, with temporal dependence being modelled through time autoregressive spatial convolution of the underlying stationary processes.
